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Abstract
Yoga is an old physical and ground-breaking solicitation and part of reasoning that began in India as far as anyone knows over 5,000 years sooner. The word yoga begins from the Sanskrit word yuj, which hopes to weight, join, or combine. The Iyengar school of yoga portrays yuj as the "joining or melding of all parts of the individual - body with cerebrum and psyche with soul - to accomplish a jaunty, adjusted and gainful life." an entire reason for yoga, they guarantee, is to reach kaivalya (opportunity or absurd possibility). The manuscript focuses on the initiatives by the organizations in the respective domain.
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Introduction
Yoga was presented by Indian Ascetic. Plain practices (tapas) are referenced in the Brāhmaṇas (900 to 500 BC), early editorials on the Vedas. A few seals found at Indus Valley Civilization (~3300–1700 B.C.) locales in Pakistan portray figures in positions taking after a typical yoga or reflection present. The posture indicates "a type of custom control, proposing an antecedent of yoga", as indicated by prehistorian Gregory Possehl. Researchers think there must be some sort of association between the Indus Valley seals and later yoga and reflection hones, however there is no decisive proof.

- Jonathan Mark Kenoyer describes one figure as "seated in yogic position".
- Karel Werner writes that "Archeological discoveries allow us therefore to speculate with some justification that a wide range of Yoga activities was already known to the people of pre-Aryan India".

Important yoga words (Eight Organs of Yoga)
- Yama: Positive Rules of meditations
- Niyama: Prohibitory Rules of meditations
- Asanas*: physical postures and movements
- Pranayama: Breathing techniques
- Ptryahar: Controlling the mind
- Dharana: Gazing inward
- Dhyan: Meditation with object
- Samadhi: Meditation without object
- Dhyana: Meditations

Classification Perspectives
Classification based on mind and body.
- Rajayoga: Emphasizes the most on exercise
- Hathayoga: Emphasizes the most on exercise of physical body.

Classification based on way of spiritual life.
- Gyanyoga: It is a way of knowledge.
- Karmayoga: It is a way of work.
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- **Bhaktiyoga**: It is a way of worship.

**Classification based on a way of other things.**
- **Swaryoga**: Emphasizes the most on breathing.
- **Kriyayoga**: Emphasizes the most on blending Karmayoga (Tapa), Gyanyoga (Swadhyay) and Bhaktiyoga (Ishwar Pranidhan).  

A yogasan is a pose in which a man can sit. The intention of yogasan is to exercise the body and making it free of pains and problems. Yogi is a person who has mastered yoga or has achieved great success in yoga. Yogasanas are also called as Asan or Asanas (plural). A Yogi can sit in any asan for a given time.
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To increase the awareness about the AYUSH systems and promoting the wider use of AYUSH products with the usage of Yoga for overall health and growth of the human life.

**Conclusion**

Yoga is an antiquated physical and otherworldly practice that started in India and is presently rehearsed in different structures far and wide. It discovers notice in the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, the dad of Yoga. Yoga, similar to some other science, is continually developing. It is currently polished over the globe by a huge number of individuals. The advantages of Yoga can be found in varying backgrounds be it wellbeing advancement, sickness avoidance, training, sports, administration of way of life, and so forth. On the event of third version of International Day of Yoga, how about we have a look on every one of the activities and activities propelled by Union Government to advance Yoga around the world. With the end goal to advance Yoga as a piece of school educational modules, Yoga Education was made mandatory by National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE), a statutory body under Ministry of Human Resource Development, through its 15 Teacher Education Programs. NCTE created modules on Yoga Education for Diploma in Elementary Education and ace of Education. More than 15962 schools partnered to the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) were additionally requested to give necessary 40-45 minutes of Physical Activities, for example, Yoga to the understudies each day.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2015-16</th>
<th>2016-17</th>
<th>2017-18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funds allocated</td>
<td>850 Lakhs</td>
<td>1400 Lakhs</td>
<td>1528 Lakhs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>